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OFF BY INDEL B TB16AM
DRAWER

REFRIGERATOR 16l 
        

   

Product price:  

480,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

OFF BY INDEL B TB16AM DRAWER REFRIGERATOR 16l 

The refrigerator OFF BY INDEL B TB16AM DRAWER, designed to make the most of interior
space with an internal volume of 16l.

Thanks to the removable compressor unit of the refrigerator OFF BY INDEL B TB16AM
DRAWER you can install the refrigerator even in the tightest spaces, moving it from the back on
one of the two sides or at the top thus modulating the 3 sizes depending on the space available.

The refrigerator can be fixed from the inside with the practical Easyfix system (screw through
from inside to outside) or with two optional front flanges. It is also supplied with 4 L-shaped
brackets for fixing it to the floor in the absence of a storage cabinet.

The OFF BY INDEL B TB16AM DRAWER drawer refrigerator has an extremely large internal
volume, giving the possibility to refrigerate up to a volume of 16 l of food and beverages.

Technical data of the OFF BY INDEL B TB16AM DRAWER Refrigerator 

Total capacity: 16 l
Power supply: 12/24 Vdc
nominal consumption: 45 W
Depth: 240 mm
Width: 380 mm
Height: 530 mm
Net weight: 10 Kg + 2 Kg (packaging)

Are you looking for a refrigerator for vehicles with different characteristics? Here you can find the
full range OFF BY INDEL B or other specialized brands
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Pictures and technical data are not binding

Fridge OFF BY INDEL B TB16AM DRAWER drawer refrigerator, designed to make the most of
interior space with an internal volume of 16l. Cras porttitor scelerisque odio, semper ornare
Refrigerator

  

Product features:  

Voltage (V): 12 / 24
Power (W): 45
Length (mm): 240
Width (mm): 380
Height (mm): 530
Dry weight (Kg): 10
Product type: Compressor refrigerator
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 16
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